IS NC READY FOR A 
HEMP REVOLUTION?
The industrial hemp industry is growing nationally and North
Carolina is taking advantage of the opportunity. According to
Hemp Industry Daily, “North Carolina has gone all-in on hemp.”
Hemp is a natural fit for NC’s economy, which was once dominated by tobacco farming and textile manufacturing.

hemp THROUGH THE AGES
• DATES BACK TO THE STONE AGE. Hemp fiber
imprints were found in pottery shards in
China believed to be over 10,000 years old.
• Early English settlers in Virginia grew hemp.
Even George Washington was an advocate.
• In North Carolina, hemp was grown AND
HARVESTED from the 18th to the early 20th
centuries as a source of fiber and oil.
• Because it is a variety of cannabis sativa, hemp
was heavily taxed along with marijuana under
the Marihuana Tax Act of 1937, which sent the
NC hemp industry into decline.

hemp vs marijuana
The 2018 Farm Bill removed
industrial hemp from the
definition of marijuana
under the Controlled Substances Act.

Industrial hemp is
no longer considered a
Schedule I drug and is now
treated similarly to other
agricultural crops.

HEMP

MARIJUANA

classifies
varieties of
cannabinoids
that contain
0.3% or
less THC (dry
weight) and is
non-intoxicating.

classifies varieties
of cannabinoids that
contain more than
0.3% THC (dry weight)
and can induce
psychotropic or
euphoric effects on
the user.

IS HEMP BETTER

THAN COTTON?

THC MOLECULE

On an annual basis,
one acre of hemp
will produce as
much fiber as
up to 3 acres
of cotton.
Hemp fiber
is stronger and
softer, lasts twice
as long and will
not mildew.

Hemp requires
no pesticides,
no herbicides,
and only moderate
amounts of
fertilizer.
Hemp
is frost tolerant
and requires
much less
water than cotton.

Cotton
requires large
quantities of
pesticides and
herbicides.

over 50,000
Products Are Made with Hemp

1 acre of hemp

Soap - Lip balm - Varnish - Fabrics Mortar - Jewelry - Netting - Salad Oil
Paper - Hand Cream - Animal Bedding Dietary Supplements - Granola Fiberboard - Carpeting - Socks Denim - Newsprint - Mulch and
Compost - Tarp - Oil Paint - Putty Cosmetics - Cement - Margarine Shampoo - Lotion - Shoes - Canvas Fiber Board - Thermal insulation -

will produce

as much paper as

2 to 4 acres of trees

It takes TREES years to
grow until they can be
harvested for paper or
wood, but hemp is ready for
harvesting only 120 days
after it is planted.

industrial hemp
PILOT PROGRAM
Hemp production has been legalized
in North Carolina, but only as part of
the state’s pilot program as
allowed under federal law.
North Carolina’s ability to operate
their current pilot hemp program

will expire on October 31, 2020.

NC HEMP BY THE NUMBERS
* As of May 1, 2020 from N.C. Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services

1,481

licensed hemp growers

17,167.3

licensed acres

7,262,454.59

licensed sq. Ft. of greenhouse space

1,061

registered processors
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https://www.ncagr.gov/hemp/
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CBD oil

CBD oil is derived from hemp
flowers. The BOOMING CBD OIL
market was estimated to be
worth $1.9 billion last year,
and projected to surpass

$20 billion by 2024
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